Abstract-Vision-based perception has been explored as lowcost, flexible technology for industrial applications and ADAS. Its inherent flexibility presents a challenge quantifying performance and often even quantifying increases or decreases in system performance as conditions change. Experience enables designers to employ various "rules of thumb" while commercially viable products require quantitative performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Stereo-vision based perception systems have been developed for industrial and automotive applications and more recently in off-road applications [1] . Vision system maturity in industrial applications is quite advanced where the harsh environments are consistent and controllable. Prototype automotive vision systems have demonstrated remarkable capability but commercial solutions must meet very challenging and uncontrolled environmental variables. The number of parameters available to designers of vision-based systems make these systems adaptable to a wide range of applications. The resulting systems are very complex with direct and indirect feedback paths. Experienced developers can subjectively assess the underlying images and intuitively know how well the system is likely to perform. Translating "rule of thumb" and qualitative assessment into quantifiable parameters will help define the various curves and bounds of the system.
A prototype object detection system based on stereo-vision was jointly developed and tested by VisLab and Caterpillar engineers for off-road environments. The disparity engine generates a 3-D data set, the Disparity Space Image (DSI) [2] or disparity map, based on perspective differences between two images of the same scene. Additional processing of the {Kriel_Brad, McDaniel_Michael_S, Chang_Hong}@cat.com disparity map yields an estimation of the terrain and nonterrain objects [3] . This is shown in Fig. 1 . The prototype system has performed quite well in limited testing. What has been observed in testing is that the performance of the object detection algorithm is strongly correlated with subjective assessment of the quality of the disparity map. Disparity maps with dense, low-noise points produce good object detection results while sparse and/or noisy disparity maps resulted in unacceptable object detection results. Based on these observations, the team looked for quantitative links between detection results and characteristics of the disparity map. As an example, Fig. 2 shows the results of a scene recorded at dramatically different lighting conditions and the resulting disparity maps.
Here it is important to stress an aspect of our approach: in literature already exist some studies about stereoscopic image quality measurement. Image quality metrics based on peakto-noise-ratio (PNSR) or signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) [4] or strictly subjective evaluation [5] are not reliable indicators of whether the disparity map quality is sufficient for this specific application. Our approach claims the existence of a link, a function, that puts in a direct relation the DSI and the overall algorithm performance, obtained when feeding the terrain estimation and obstacle detector block with the DSI's 3D points cloud.
This link is formalized as a linear function that puts in relation a set of disparity image's features and the corresponding results. Once the coefficients of this linear relation are known, the generated metric will also allow us to predict the algorithm performances under other conditions.
Studying the correlation between features and errors we expect also to reduce the feature sets to those most effective in characterizing the disparity quality. In summary, in this paper defines parameters of interest in the disparity map. Degradation of image quality consistent with darkness, fog, and blur are described. Analysis consists of training a linear predictor using a training set of images and then estimating corresponding performance on a different test set, as the images are degraded. A summary of the correlation between parameter and overall performance is presented along with proposed extentions and research.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section II a brief introduction to image degradation is provided; in Section III is described which features are used and how they are computed; in Section IV is presented how each feature set can be associated to the corresponding resulting detection error by a linear function and the effect of correlation analysis in reducing the input space; Section V and Section VI present,respectively error prediction results and paper'sconclusions.
II. DEGRADED IMAGES
We used 3 different types of degraded images (Fig. 3(A) (B) and (C)). The degradation was artificially added: starting from very good images, taken in good lighting conditions, we added disturbances like noise, atmospheric effect, fog, darkness and sensor noise.
• Artificial Gaussian blur: Motion artifacts and poor camera focus result in blurred images. This degradation is approximated using an artificial gaussian blur where the original imaged is convolvolved with this function:
values of σ goes from 1 to 50, increasing of 1 steps. The convolution matrix size goes from 1 to 40. • Artificial Fog: Atmospheric fog reduces contrast in a scene proportional to the distance between the observer and the point in the scene. Artificial fog is introduced to the original images using the following equations (OpenGL model [6] ):
where f is the blending factor, computed using an exponential function:
where d is the fog density and z is the eye-coordinate distance between the viewpoint and the fragment center. Fog density goes from 0 to 1, fog color is (127, 127, 127)RGB.
• Artificial darkness and noise: Low ambient light results in two phenomenon, reduced image brightness and increased sensor noise. Darkness is simulated using an attenuation factor coupled with an independent, additive gaussian noise.
where a is an attenuation factor, noise(u, v) is the Gaussian white noise added to the signal by the sensor and gain represents the overall signal amplification applied by the camera. The system automatically adjusts shutter speed and gain to keep the average image brightness within an acceptable range. Consequently, as the attenuation increases, gain increases, amplifying the noise over the signal value. Attenuation range for a if from 1 to 0; range for gain is from 0 to 9.32, while noise is Gaussian with σ from 1 to 5. These ranges were computed according with the camera specifications [7] . Each image was taken in good lighting conditions, at known Shutter and Gain values, and then we iteratively applied different levels of degradations, from the lightest to the strongest. In Fig. 4 some examples of image degradations, and corresponding DSI, are shown.
III. DSI FEATURES
First of all, this paper does not want to present a comprehensive and general set of DSI features, to be applied in any situation. The paper focus is on the framework: how to link a set of DSI features (however defined) to the algorithm performances. Any custom set of DSI features could be applied to the method. Having said this, lets see which features we used to test our methodology.
As noted in the introduction, some existing methods focus on global measurements. A challenge with global metrics is that performance in some region may differ substantially from the performance suggested by the global metric. While it may be possible to assess the global quality of the image and DSI, subdividing the images into smaller regions and assessing local quality might be more appropriate. Local quality metrics might identify regions where performance is not acceptable that would otherwise be masked when evaluated using global metrics. Equally challenging is the appropriate subdivision process and the choices of size, geometry, and overlap. Even with a relatively small number of parameters and subdividing regions, the population of potential DSI features quickly grew to several hundred members.
Subdividing the DSI into suitable regions is complicated by constantly changing scene characteristics and the nonuniformity that degradations affect various regions within a scene. A natural subdivision might be to segment the DSI into stripes to infer range-based performance. The stripes can be similarly subdivided to produce non-overlapping squares. This approach results in non-overlapping squares of uniform physical dimension. A second natural subdivision might be to segment the pixel space into non-overlapping squares to keep metrics such as number of disparities per region uniform while allowing the range to vary with each region. Because specific scene characteristics such as shadows are not known a-priori, non-overlapping segments might mask the earliest indications of reduced performance. As such another natural subdivision is to convolve a focus region (in this case, a square) with the original DSI to produce a series of overlapping regions.
For this analysis, using a 320x240 disparity space image, we focus on the following subdivisions:
• Stripe (DSIRange): 18 non-overlapping 0.5m lateral stripes consistent with the algorithm resolution used to segment the DSI into terrain and objects.
• Square (DSIFixed): 103 non-overlapping 20 pixel by 20 pixel squares.
• Window (DSIMobile): 186 overlapping squares formed by a 150x150 pixel window shifted 9 pixels at a time.
• Image (DSIGlobal): here the whole actual DSI computation area is analyzed; this area might be smaller then the entire image. Let's now introduce some symbols related to feature calculation:
• N is the number of right image pixels the disparity engine attempts to match with left image pixels. A DSI with 100% density contains N points. In practice, this is lower than the width · height of the image.
• N stripe−i is the theoretical number of disparities on the i−th image stripe, corresponding to a 0.5m wide stripe on the terrain, in case of fully dense DSI.
• N f ixed−i is the theoretical number of disparities expected into each the one of the 20x20 pixels nonoverlapping areas in which the image is divided; considering only the region of interest for obstacle detection, we have 103 fixed areas;
• N mobile−i is the theoretical number of disparities expected into each one of the 150x150 pixels overlapping areas in which the image is divided; each area overlaps with its vertical and horizontal neighbor by 141 pixels; we have 186 mobile windows; To compute the DSI features set within a region, the following characteristics are evaluated:
• Filling: density of the disparity image n Ne , where n is the actual number of disparities obtained on the area and N e is the corresponding theoretical number of disparities expected;
• Mean: average of the obtained disparity on the area;
• Variance: disparity variance among the area;
• Diff : average of the differences between disparity values on the area and the expected values in case of flat terrain;
• GapsNumber: number of disparity gaps (holes), considering only gaps with an area greater then 15;
• GapsMeanArea: average gaps area agaps Ngaps ; • GapsStandardDeviation: gaps; area standard deviation;
• GapsFilling: this feature represents the ratio between gaps' area and the overall image's number of missing disparity:
agaps N −n ; it is a measure of the importance of gaps in the overall disparity density;
• GapsSumDistances: this feature measure the average distance between each gap and it closest neighbors, normalized with respect of the gap radius; it measure the average gaps' spatial concentration. The overall number of features is about 840. Since feature values belong to different ranges, data is normalized according to their standard deviation: for each feature type, its standard deviation among different frames is calculated and used as factor for the normalization. This normalization is not performed runtime, but it is necessary only during the training phase.
IV. FEATURES ANALYSIS
To remove redundancy and weak informative data in the feature set different methods for features selection [8] [9] has been presented in literature and some comparative studies [10] [11] [12] has been conducted in order to enhance their capabilities.
Filter ( [13] ) and wrapper ( [14] ) models are the two principal classes of methods presented: despite accuracy lost, the second approach is more reliable than the first one.
Our analysis tries to find a linear relation between the features values and the corresponding detection error in output. This analysis was made on a set of images containing an obstacle detected by the algorithm where the disparity appeared to be very good. Then, for each of these images, the following steps are performed: 1) the obstacle is detected and its position (x r , y r , z r ) stored; 2) a degradation is applied to the image; 3) the obstacle is again detected on the i − th degraded image, on position (x i , y i , z i ); 4) the detection error is computed as the distance between baricentrums, normalized with the obstacle distance:
5) return to step 2, increasing the degradation level.
At the end of this process, we will have a vector of errors E and a matrix of features values A. The A matrix has a number of columns equal to the number of features, and a number of rows equal to the number of analyzed images. By the analysis of a sufficiently large set of degraded images, we can solve this problem:
where w is the features' weight vector. This vector contains 840 weights, one for each feature.
Since the linear system is overdetermined we use the least square fitting to determine the solution corresponding to the best fit of the input data.
Note how we do not record any values in case of absent detection. If the algorithm is not able to detect any obstacle, we do not introduce "default" errors values, in order to avoid the presence of outliers that could affect the linear transformation.
A. First features analysis and reduction
In the first phase we computed the whole feature set F described above for each DSI. After a first analysis of the results, we noticed that:
• the Filling features are the predominant;
• the most important features are located around the obstacle or in some image dependent regions where the DSI degrades more significantly then the rest of the image (e.g. strong shadows).
• the Gaps,Variance and Diff features are presented with very small weight, or completely absent. As a consequence, we can conclude that:
• local features are preferable to global ones, as already claimed in the Section III introduction: there are regions of the image that are more sensitive to degradations, their position is unknown and their distinctive characteristics are, virtually, endless and unpredictable;
• Gaps features seems to be not significant. Big disparity gaps are for sure a cause of detection errors but, evidently, their number and size are not in linear relation with these errors.
• on the contrary, detection errors seem to be driven by Filling features values. Three kinds of Filling feature exist: fixed, mobile and ranges. Mobile are actually too many and too demanding for a real time processing; ranges might not be able to detect vertical degradations; fixed windows appear to be the best trade-off between image coverage and reduction of used features. In conclusion, the reduced features set F red is made only of DSIF ixedF illig.
B. Generalization
As mentioned in the previous Subsection, local features are used to estimate detection errors. However, if a given image is characterized by weak disparity in a specific area, the corresponding local filling feature will have a high weight; but, on a different image, the same region might be not important, as shown in Fig 5 . Our idea to overcome this problem has been to use a pair of functions of local features:
• DSI Filling Mean: this is the average filling of the local 20x20 cells analyzed:
• DSI Filling Min: after having ordered the DSIF ixedF illig features, we take the average value of the smallest 3. This value represents a kind of worst case scenario: a filling value related with the less filled region of the image. Testing these new features on our training set, we discovered that their weights w are almost constant. It seems that the detection error is linked to these two values in a way that do not change from image to image. Let's take a look at chart in Fig. 6 . Here we can see the error trend compared to DSI Filling Mean, best filling feature and DSI Filling Min features. In both test case A (a) and B (b) we can notice how: 1) there is a feature that follows the error trend better then the others. This feature has been selected and printed on the chart. Unfortunately, this feature is not the same on the two images, but it represents a DSI degradation localized in a specific region on each image; 2) DSI Filling Mean and DSI Filling Min are always present, and they follow the error trend in a similar manner on both images; 3) the way DSI Filling Mean and DSI Filling Min follow the error trend is close enough to let us find a mathematical relation between error and features values; 4) DSI Filling Mean and DSI Filling Min anticipate a little the error trend: they start to rise a little in advance, in particular the min filling. This is reasonable, since it represents a worst case scenario.
C. Final Features weights
At the end of this analysis, on the basis of the considerations 2) 3) and 4) of the previous Section, we concluded that DSI Filling Mean and DSI Filling Min are the features we are looking for.
Running the algorithm on the whole training set we found the following weight values:
where Const is a fictitious feature used to make the linear system in Equation 6 solvable.
V. RESULTS
Now it is time to verify how the two features selected, and their corresponding weights, are able to predict detection errors. We first trained our system on test cases A B and C, then we tested the error prediction capabilities also on test case D (see Fig. 3 ). In Fig. 7 we can see the detection errors obtained on test case D while applying a Artificial Darkness and Noise degradation (3,4 and 5 σ) compared with the error prediction based on the DSI Filling Mean and DSI Filling Min features, using weights we found in Table IV-C. The predicted error trend follows the actual error trend, while the values tend to diverge in correspondence of the end of each sequence. This should not be surprising. Consider what happens around those parts of the chart where no errors values were recorded, that correspond to the first appearance of false negatives: here the algorithm was not able to detect the obstacle at all. Hence, no error values are reported, since it is not measurable. Filling, on the contrary, is still measurable, and reaches very low values, leading to high values of predicted errors. In other words, the malfunctioning here does not consist in errors while estimating the obstacle position, but in missed detections. Hence, in general, we can interpret the overestimation as sign of some malfunction, including, high errors or missed detections.
In Fig. 8 we can see the error prediction based on the same features, compared with detection errors obtained when applying Artificial Gaussian Blur degradation on test case D. Again, the general error trend is followed, but we can observe a certain overestimation after frame 120. After this point the estimated error tents to rise quickly as soon as the blurring α become significant. This can be explained looking what happens in the last example of Fig. 4 : here the blurring causes low levels of filling especially in the upper left corner. This is case of localized degradation. Consequently, since the error predictor does not know where are the obstacles (if any), it provides an error estimation for the worst case scenario, as well explained in Sec IV-B when talking about DSI Filling Min feature.
A. The Fog case
Fog represents a special case: it does not reduce significantly the disparity density. The main effect of fog is to change the disparity values: fog tends to homogenize the image, canceling edges and reducing sharpness; consequently the values into the DSI have nothing in common with the actual objects and 3D terrain characteristics. The result is the detection of false obstacles (see Fig. 9 ).
In Fig. 10 we can see the actual detection errors (Error), in case of fog, compared with error prediction based on DSI features (Prediction N). Here the relation is less evident and strong. It seems that, around frame 30, the disparity density slightly decreases and it remains constant until the end of the simulation.
In Fig. 10 we can see the error prediction (Prediction F) obtained using, as a distinctive feature, DSIRangeDiff and DSIRangeMean of the last stripe (see Section III). We can notice how the prediction works much better than before. This confirms the previous analysis: progressively adding fog does not cause strong disparity density changes, but it just modifies the disparity mean value. Unfortunately, the mathematical linear relation between absolute disparity values trend and the detection error trend are strongly image dependent: disparity ranges depend on 1) calibration parameters 2) the specific scene, made of terrain slope and obstacles. In Fig. 10 we can see the error prediction (Prediction N&F) obtained on the fog images using a mix filling features and fog features. The results are still good, since, on these images, the value of filling features is very low, so the prediciton is dominated by the fog features' values. Similar result would be obtained the other way around, trying to predict error using both types of features on the images we used to train the filling features: here the dominating values would be the filling ones, leading again to a good prediction performance.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This document is aimed at discovering relations between some of the DSI properties and obstacle detection errors obtained when the DSI is used in the perception system developed by VisLab and Caterpillar and intruduced in Section I. At the end of this analysis we can conclude:
• there exists a linear relation between global disparity density, minimum local disparity density and detection error, with coefficients shown in Table IV-C; • since we used a mix of local and global features, the error estimation represents a worst case scenario (i.e. obstacle lays exactly in that degraded part of the image);
• there are some types of degradations that do not significantly affect the disparity density, like fog. They just change the values of the disparities, hence it is very difficult to detect them without posing any assumptions on terrain slope and obstacles size and position.
• in fog images there exists a relation between detection errors and disparity values; however this relation is very dependent on the specific images and/or the stereo system used. The prediction error computation time is about 670 µs on a 1.86GHz Intel Core 2 with 1.96 of RAM.
